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same logo with different font weights

larger asteroid logo with different font weights

burning asteroid logo with different font weights

burning asteroid logo with four new font choices

Data comes from Pan-STARRS in the form of FITS binary tables.  Data comes from ATLAS in the form of headed ascii text files.
First thing we ask - is the object near to anything we have already ingested. (Build lightcurves).  If so, create detection and associate with object. Otherwise 
create new object and new detection.

For ATLAS / PS1 only 1% objects are real (100k)
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The elements of the core services are already in place. Diagram shows our main web interface elements.
Hardware is on order, so testing is being done on OpenStack VM platform.



Object search
by object name & coordinates

Objects can be searched for by ZTF name and also by coordinates (sexagesimal or decimal)



MySQL Catalogue Database

HTM Indexing Scheme

“Sherlock” Catalogues (1010 objects)

Context Classification

- at the heart of of the classifier is an ever growing database of catalogues and streams that can be crossmatched against

- each table is indexed with the HTM indexing scheme (levels 10, 13 and 16)

- we can exploit the local DAC infrastructure to include catalogues in Edinburgh



“Sherlock”: Programmable Algorithms for Event Annotation

Search Algorithms are written in 
YAML - plain text

- angular separation crossmatch radius 
- physical separation crossmatch radius 
- source magnitude filtering 
- magnitude dependent search radii for bright stars and 

galaxies

Search Module Parameters

Classifications & Reliabilities
- transient given a predicted classification based on the 

parameters of the catalogued source it matches 
against 

- transients can be given multiple classifications which 
are later ranked 

- a transient can either be synonymous with (within 
0.5”), associated with (>0.5” away) or annotated by a 
catalogued source

Context Classification

- although the code for Sherlock is written in python, the search algorithm is abstracted into a plain text YAML file

- advantages are that various search algorithms can be switched out without changing code, and algorithms are easy to write and adapt by anyone

- The algorithm is made of multiple ‘search modules’ - if a transient yields to all the criteria of the search module and matches against a source in the catalogue it is 

given the suggested classification and reliability (synonymous, association or annotation)



Context Classification

Sherlock will make a high level statement about the type of object, the suspected host, and the estimated absolute magnitude at discovery.
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ncandidates >= 3 

User Queries

Quick overview of the main database tables (in particular candidates, objects, sherlock_crossmatches)



User Queries

User can make their 
own queries and 
choose private or 
public

Community 
provided public 
queries

Default “stream” 
queries supplied

Users can generate their own queries.
Template queries are supplied and these can be cut & pasted and modified as necessary
Three default “stream” queries are supplied.



Watchlists

Up to several thousand 
objects per list (at the 
moment)

Can be public or private

Users can add watchlists of up to a few thousand of their favourite galaxies, AGNs, CVs, etc.
These will automatically be crossmatched during data ingest.
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LETTER
doi:10.1038/nature24303

A kilonova as the electromagnetic counterpart to a 
gravitational-wave source
A list of authors and their affiliations appears at the end of the paper.

Gravitational waves were discovered with the detection of binary 
black-hole mergers1 and they should also be detectable from lower-
mass neutron-star mergers. These are predicted to eject material 
rich in heavy radioactive isotopes that can power an electromagnetic 
signal. This signal is luminous at optical and infrared wavelengths 
and is called a kilonova2–5. The gravitational-wave source 
GW170817 arose from a binary neutron-star merger in the nearby 
Universe with a relatively well confined sky position and distance 
estimate6. Here we report observations and physical modelling of a 
rapidly fading electromagnetic transient in the galaxy NGC 4993, 
which is spatially coincident with GW170817 and with a weak, 
short γ-ray burst7,8. The transient has physical parameters that 
broadly match the theoretical predictions of blue kilonovae from 
neutron-star mergers. The emitted electromagnetic radiation can 
be explained with an ejected mass of 0.04 ± 0.01 solar masses, with 
an opacity of less than 0.5 square centimetres per gram, at a velocity 
of 0.2 ± 0.1 times light speed. The power source is constrained to 
have a power-law slope of −1.2 ± 0.3, consistent with radioactive  
powering from r-process nuclides. (The r-process is a series of 
neutron capture reactions that synthesise many of the elements 
heavier than iron.) We identify line features in the spectra that 
are consistent with light r-process elements (atomic masses of 
90–140). As it fades, the transient rapidly becomes red, and a 

higher-opacity, lanthanide-rich ejecta component may contribute 
to the emission. This indicates that neutron-star mergers produce 
gravitational waves and radioactively powered kilonovae, and are a 
nucleosynthetic source of the r-process elements.

The Advanced Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory 
(LIGO) and Advanced Virgo interferometer experiments9,10 detected 
gravitational-wave emission (called GW170817) on 17 August 2017 
12:41:04 universal time (ut) (modified Julian date MJD 57982.528524)6 
from the merger of two in-spiralling objects consistent with being a 
neutron-star binary. The source and initial skymap were announced 
to the collaborating  follow-up groups on 17 August 2017 13:08:17 ut. 
The small sky area of 33.6 square degrees of the 90% probability con-
tour in the combined LIGO and Virgo analysis (in the LALInference 
map11,12) prompted us to plan to tile the region with our Pan-STARRS 
program to search for electromagnetic counterparts of gravitational 
wave sources. However, given the low elevation and report of a transient 
discovery13 in a galaxy within the volume constrained by LIGO–Virgo 
(released on 18 August 2017 01:05:23 ut)13, we changed strategy to 
gather early multi- colour photometry of the source called ‘SSS17a’13 
and ‘DLT17ck’14 by the two teams, and now formally registered 
with the IAU name AT 2017gfo. We began imaging the source on 18 
August 2017 05:33 ut with the Panoramic Survey Telescope and Rapid 
Response System (Pan-STARRS1) and then took our first spectrum 
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Figure 1 | Observational data summary. 
a, The position of AT 2017gfo lying within 
the LIGO–Virgo skymap6,11. The outermost 
contour marked represents the 90% 
enclosed probability. b, Colour composite 
image of AT 2017gfo from GROND on 18 
August 2017 (MJD 57983.969), 1.44 days 
after the discovery of GW170817. The 
transient is 8.50″ north, 5.40″ east of 
the centre of NGC 4993, an S0 galaxy 
at a distance of 40 ± 4 Mpc. This is a 
projected distance of 2 kpc. The source is 
measured at position of right ascension 
α = 13 h 09 min 48.08 s (±0.01 s), declination 
δ(J2000) = − 23° 22′ 53.2″ (±0.1″) in our 
Pan-STARRS1 images. c, ATLAS limits 
between 40 and 16 days before discovery 
(orange filter), plus the Pan-STARRS1 and 
GROND r- and i-band light curve.  d, Our 
full light curve data, which provides a reliable 
bolometric light curve for analysis.  In c and 
d, the arrows indicate upper limits (3σ) and 
the error bars are the 1σ uncertainties on the 
measured points.

© 2017 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.

Coming Soon:                    GW Event Tagging

We already tag objects with the GW contour



UK Workshop
Near term requirements
LIGO - Virgo object tagging for O3 (starting soon!)
APIs (e.g. TAP service for querying Lasair)
User defined alert mechanism (e.g. SMS)
Mobile version of web interface.

Jupyter: 
Make Jupyter available to all users - with "Overviews",  “How-tos", "Getting started" pages 
Provide standard queries for Jupyter notebooks 
Allow private areas/folders and the ability to define groups within the Jupyter hub
Have ability for Jupyter notebooks to run automatically.
 

Longer term requirements
Provide a mechanism for allowing lightcurve analysis code to be uploaded 
Vizier integration to allow spectra of objects in watch list to be pulled 
Model and empirical lightcurve fitting
Lightcurve mashing from user-provided and other surveys
VISTA and or UKIDSS stamps 
EUCLID: optical and NIR images, high-resolution stamps of transient location 
HST and Spitzer overlap. Provide postage stamp of the pre-discovery position
Store transmission characteristics of filters for mapping lightcurves

October 2018: Resulting Requirements

Who attended? What were the outcomes? Jupyter Notebooks, queries. About 20 attendees from around the UK



UG Transients
(SSD)

> 109 rows > 1011 rows
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> 1012 rows
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Get Stamps
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User SQL Queries
SELECT o.objID, c.ra, c.dec, o.gPSFMag, o.rPSFMag, c.distance
  FROM LSST_transients AS o
  JOIN dbo.fGetNearbyObjEq(108.75627, 22.941761, 0.0003) c
    ON c.objid = o.objID;

ConsumerProducer

Producer?

MPC/MOPS Check
User Web App

LSST Stamps API - TBD

graceDB / breaker
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User clients
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ALERT
(Format TBD)
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What is our vision of the Transient Server.  Perhaps something like this. UG = User Generated = L1. DR = Data Release = L2.
MARS have built their web interface atop the same API which they expose to users.



Next Steps
Deploy DAC hardware and scale up from ZTF to LSST, including database replication

Lightcurves – assimilate all diaSource alerts in diaObjects: providing interactive webpages (linked to database), plots, ability to select 
ranges, submit user added points. Previous history from Pan-STARRS, DES, Skymapper, ATLAS, CRTS, PTF/ZTF

Postage stamps (if available) – all LSST detections and most recent non-detections. Plus multi-colour images from LSST, near infra-red 
(VISTA/UKIDSS), H-alpha (VPHAS) and EUCLID, or HST/JWST if space based imaging is available.

Massive catalogue cross-match - with star, galaxy,  AGN, x-ray, radio catalogues and provide enhanced classification (e.g. integrating 
machine learning) via "Sherlock"

In real-time, cross-match to all other wavelength time-domain surveys : gamma-ray, x-ray and radio (e.g. MEERKat/Thunderkat 
through 4pisky.org, Swift, SVOM, eRosita)

Cross match to all previously known transients: supernovae, transients, gamma ray-bursts, x-ray and radio burst sources (e.g. 
searching for currently unknown physical links over the time dimension)

Provide absolute mags when likely host spectroscopic (or photoZ) information is available

Probabilistically classify all transients as:  supernova – kilonova – GRB – Tidal Disruption Event – AGN –  XRB –  CV – eruption star 
– microlens – orphan (e.g. use of first 24-48hrs lightcurve - rapid rise/decline?)

Multi-messenger cross-matching: 4D coincidence tag for LIGO/Virgo + IceCube

TOM outgest - especially 4MOST and SOXS

Machine learning algorithms for real-bogus classification

Lightcurve fitting



Current Plan



is being used!
(26 ATels as of Feb 18 2019)



Questions


